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Abstract

The in persona Christi Capitis doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church guarantees the valid-
ity of sacraments, irrespective of the morality of the individual priest. While this protects the
value of the sacraments as credence goods, it seemingly encourages moral hazard on the part
of the clergy. We argue that the adoption of this doctrine by the Roman Catholic Church,
when combined with an increase in screening of candidates to the priesthood, may have been
an optimal response to changing historical circumstances. The historical evidence supports
the hypothesis that the development of the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine was accom-
panied by marginal increases in the screening of priestly candidates by the Roman Catholic
Church. Also consistent with our hypothesis, a crossection of contemporary Christian de-
nominations shows a correlation between a group’s stance on sacramental theology and the
strictness of its screening of candidates to religious ministry.
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“Take this, all of you, and eat of it, for this is my Body,
which will be given up for you. Take this, all of you, and drink from it,

for this is the chalice of my Blood...Do this in memory of me”
– Catholic priest (emphasis added)1

1 Introduction

In Christian theology, a sacrament is a visible act that effects an invisible gift of grace from God.
There is considerable variation within Christianity about the nature of sacraments and the role
of ministers in their production and delivery to the faithful. For instance, some denominations
–the Roman Catholic Church, the Orthodox churches, and to a lesser extent the Anglican and
Lutheran churches–believe that only an agent of the church (e.g., a priest, a minister, etc.) may
administer its sacraments2 Other denominations believe that there can be no role for agents in
this process: God supplies grace directly to the faithful.

This paper studies the implications of this doctrinal variation between Christian denomina-
tions for the organization of religious activities across Christian denominations. We argue that the
Roman Catholic (and other denominations) view of sacraments exposes these churches to agency
problems.3 As an agent of the Church in the production and delivery of the sacrament, the priest
may affect the faithful’s demand for the services of the Church. For instance, the faithful may
be less willing to consume sacraments from a priest suspected of being in a state of sin. Thus
churches that adopt a theological position that requires a role for their agents in the production
and delivery of sacraments must adopt organizational practices and policies that differ significantly
from denominations that do not.

A Catholic priest performs functions similar to those of Protestant pastors, Jewish rabbis,
Muslim imams, and other such religious figures. He is tasked with serving the spiritual needs of
a community, through teaching, ministering to the sick, finding support for the poor, and visiting
the lonely, for example. When it comes to performing religious rites, however, a Catholic priest
starts looking very different. He uses the first person during the celebration of sacraments and is
understood as performing this role in persona Christi Capitis, that is, in the person of Christ the
Head. Theologically, this doctrine explains why the priest is able to perform acts that only God
1These are the words of the Eucharistic Prayer that each priest must say during the celebration of the Catholic
Mass. In general, every Catholic priest is required to say Mass once a day, and the faithful are required to attend
each Sunday.

2The sacrament of Baptism is an exception to this rule. While it is customary to have a priest baptize, this “rite
of initiation” is so crucial to the Christian life that, in imminent danger of death, anyone with the right intention
can administer a valid Baptism.

3We follow Allen (1995) in assuming that theological commitments may constrain a religious group’s choice between
organizational forms.
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has the power to, such as the forgiveness of sins or transubstantiation. The practical implication
of this doctrine of the Catholic Church is that a priest’s behavior has no impact on the validity
of the sacraments. Thus, the faithful need not fear that the sacraments they consume are not
valuable in terms of the gift of grace offered. This doctrine has two convenient properties. The
faithful will spend fewer resources investigating the private mores of their priest, and the Church
sees demand for its services go up.

However, the doctrine also encourages the priest to be marginally more sinful – a classic
case of moral hazard. This increases the number of scandals generated by agents of the Church,
which reduces the value of the Church’s brand. Thus we predict that the Church will accompany
this doctrine with an increase in its efforts to screen candidates of the priesthood and invest in
other practices aimed at reducing the probability of scandalous behavior.

The historical evidence on the adoption and evolution of the doctrine is consistent with this
prediction. During both the Donatist controversy of the fourth century and the Reformation of the
sixteenth century, the Roman Catholic Church wrestled with clerical corruption, which threatened
its position of market dominance. In both cases, the Catholic Church adopted a twofold attack: 1)
It reminded the faithful that despite bad priests, the sacraments they received were still valid (the
in persona Christi Capitis doctrine), and 2) worked to reduce the overall level of corruption among
its clergy (via seminary training and screening). Today before an unmarried Catholic man can be
ordained as a priest, he must: 1) complete four years of College Seminary (studying philosophy);
2) four years of Major Seminary (studying theology); 3) pass various mental and physical health
checks, including a family history analysis; and 4) follow the suggestions of his Spiritual Director
for his spiritual formation.

Our paper relates to the literature on the economics of religion in general and the economic
analysis of the Roman Catholic Church in particular (Iannaccone, 1998; Ekelund et al., 2002,
2004; Leeson, 2012; Arruñada, 2009). Inspired by the fact that the Roman Catholic Church is the
longest-lasting institution today, we contribute to a body of literature across theology, philosophy,
and the social sciences on the uniqueness of the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church (Schmitt,
1996; Ferrero, 2011; McGrath-Merkle, 2020). We also engage the literature that uses economics
to study religious doctrines (Ault et al., 1987; Allen, 1995) and non-price competition between
religious organizations (Leeson, 2013; Leeson and Russ, 2018). Ekelund and Tollison (2011) note
the role that “highly ritualized services” (i.e., sacraments) and “the existence of educated and
sexually abstraining priests” emerged to signal to the faithful the quality of the (meta-) credence
goods supplied by the Roman Catholic Church’s. Finally, our paper comes closest to Castro (2012)
who analyzes the organization and historical behavior of the Roman Catholic Church in the case
of Galileo as directly related to its position as a supplier of credence goods. She specifically notes
the effects of a warranty on the incentives facing both the faithful and the Church hierarchy:
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Establishing basic requirements [i.e., reception of the sacraments] also makes it easier
for the Church, as an expert seller, to monitor the progress of its followers. This is par-
ticularly important in the case of credence good markets, in which experts sometimes
offer warranties that can lead to moral hazard issues... Although the Church does not
offer a warranty per se for salvation, the sacraments similarly create a powerful union
between parties by promoting repeated interaction. Note that the sacraments span
a person’s full corporeal life, thereby binding Catholics to the Church from birth to
death. (Castro, 2012, p. 9)

While both Ekelund and Tollison (2011) and Castro (2012) focus on the Roman Catholic Church’s
“brand,” we show that an underlying guarantee of the value of Catholic sacraments for the faithful
is offered by the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine, and that this has important effects on its
institutional structure.

2 The in persona Christi Capitis doctrine

The first formulation of the what would later be called the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine came
during the Donatist controversy of the fourth century. The controversy emerged after Emperor
Diocletian’s persecution led many Christians – including some bishops and priests – to apostatize
in order to save their lives (Chapman, 1909). As the persecution waned, the Church announced
that the apostates could be readmitted after a long period of penitence. Donatus, the bishop of
Carthage, disagreed. He argued that these traditores had, by apostatizing the one true faith, put
themselves outside of the Roman Catholic Church and thus made their original baptism void. In
order to rejoin the Church, they must receive a second baptism. Donatist further argued that all
priests and bishops who abandoned the faith had lost the ability to confer any sacraments. Thus,
all the sacraments they supplied from that moment forward would have been invalid.

The main opponent of Donatism was another bishop (and future saint) Augustine of Hippo.
Contra these teachings on the priesthood, he wrote:

[W]hether a man receives the sacrament of baptism from a faithful or a faithless min-
ister, his whole hope is in Christ, that he fall not under the condemnation that ‘cursed
is he that placeth his hope in man.’ (1995, p. 522)

Augustine went so far as to argue that if–as Donatist believed–a faithful minister can only pass on
the spiritual gifts that he himself possesses, then it would be better to be baptized by an unfaithful
minister, since he would then pass along the unmerited spiritual gifts of Christ. It was at this
time that Roman Catholic Church leaders began to publicly distinguish between the authority of
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the clergy and their personal morality, arguing that the powers of the clergy were inherent in the
office of the priesthood as alter Christus (other Christ), such that their moral unworthiness did
not affect the validity of the sacraments they administered.

The Donatist controversy did not resolve this dispute once and fore all. Debate concerning
the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine and the sacraments was widespread during the Reforma-
tions of the sixteenth century.4 Indeed, it was in response to the Reformation that the Roman
Catholic Church formalized its stance on the sacraments and the role of the priest in their pro-
duction and delivery. The Council of Trent of 1545 defined the sacraments as “outward signs of
inward grace, instituted by Christ for our sanctification” (Council of Trent, 1547b). The Council
listed seven sacraments: Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist, Penance, Anointing of the Sick, Holy
Orders, and Matrimony. With this document, the Roman Catholic Church reaffirmed its position
that with the priesthood, the ‘the sacrament of order”:

[A] character is imprinted which can neither be effaced nor taken away, the holy council
justly condemns the opinion of those who say that the priests of the New Testament
have only a temporary power, and that those who have once been rightly ordained can
again become laymen if they do not exercise the ministry of the word of God. And
if anyone should assert that all Christians without distinction are priests of the New
Testament, or that they are all inter se endowed with an equal spiritual power, he
seems to do nothing else than derange the ecclesiastical hierarchy (Council of Trent,
1547a).

Over four hundred years after the Council of Trento, the Vatican II Council re-stated the Church’s
position on the matter. In official council documents, the in persona Christi Capitis is mentioned
by name more frequently than had ever been done before: five times in Lumen Gentium (Dogmatic
Constitution on the Church), three times in Presbyterorum Ordinis (Decree on the Ministry and
Life of Priests), and once in Sacrosanctum Concilium (The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy)
(Thompson, 1987). Lumen Gentium discusses the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine in relation
to the Church’s stance on the nature of the ministerial priesthood of the clergy, especially as it
distinguishes’ the Catholic Church’s position from that of the Orthodox Church:

“[B]y means of the imposition of hands and the words of consecration, the grace of the
Holy Spirit is so conferred, and the sacred character so impressed, that bishops in an
eminent and visible way sustain the roles of Christ Himself as Teacher, Shepherd and
High Priest, and that they act in His person” (21)

4A brief timeline of the development of the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine and related events can be found in
Table 1.
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Commenting on this passage, Thompson (1987) notes:

The final phrase “they act in His person” summarizes the responsibility of the bishop.
It seems to restate the previous phrase and yet have its own importance. The footnote
references to this passage are the fullest that are found in the Vatican documents in
relation to the phrase in persona Christi. The references are not to the Scriptures or
to the Council of Trent, but to the Fathers of the Church. There is a reference to the
63rd letter of St. Cyprian, including a quotation of the words “the priest truly acts in
the place of Christ” (1987, p. 10)

By referencing the Fathers of the Church, the Roman Catholic Church was implicitly grounding
its stated position in the earliest writings of the nascent hierarchy, that is, the priesthood and
the sacraments as they have always been tacitly understood. In the same document, the Roman
Catholic Church specifies this connection to the function of the priest in the process of transub-
stantiation, the transformation of bread and wine into the True Body and Blood of Christ during
the Mass. The priest is capable of performing this miraculous act due to his acting in persona
Christi:

They exercise their sacred function especially in the eucharistic worship or the celebra-
tion of the Mass by which acting in the person of Christ and proclaiming His Mystery
they unite the prayers of the faithful with the sacrifice of their Head and renew and
apply in the sacrifice of the Mass until the coming of the Lord. (Pope Paul VI, 1964,
10)

Today, the Catechism of the Catholic Church continues to teach that “the whole liturgical life of
the Roman Catholic Church revolves around the Eucharistic sacrifice and the sacraments” (1113).
The Catholic faithful view Catholic priests as agents of God in the delivery of the sacraments.
Reading again from the Catechism:

The ordained ministry or ministerial priesthood is at the service of the baptismal
priesthood [all members of the Catholic Church]. The ordained priesthood guarantees
that it really is Christ who acts in the sacraments through the Holy Spirit for the
Church...The ordained minister is the sacramental bond that ties the liturgical action
to what the apostles said and did and, through them, to the words and actions of
Christ, the source and foundation of the sacraments. (2000, 1120)

The in persona Christi Capitis doctrine makes the Roman Catholic priesthood unique in
the world of religious ministry because its authority does not depend upon subsequent personal
merit. The only other religious organizations that feature similar doctrines or understandings
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are the Orthodox, Anglican, and Lutheran churches. While the faithful may likely prefer their
ministers to serve as good moral examples, they can still receive the full value of the sacraments
from sinful ones.

3 Theoretical argument

3.1 Set up

We analyze a simplified scenario with only three agents: the Church, a priest, and a member of the
faithful. The Church is the custodian of the doctrine. It specifies the rewards and punishments
of different behaviors. These rewards and punishments are mostly spiritual, such as access to
Heaven, Purgatory, or Hell. Importantly, the Church has ultimate authority on the nature and
form of the sacraments, the only way through which the faithful may access the spiritual rewards.
The priest acts as an intermediary between the Church and the faithful, particularly as it pertains
to the supply of sacraments. He also supplies the faithful a wide array of other services, which
we refer to simply as “religious services.” The faithful is someone who subscribes to the Church’s
teachings. As such, she has a derived demand for sacraments and other religious services supplied
by the priest.

The faithful’s demand for the Church’s sacraments and other religious services is a function
of many variables. We focus on just two. First, the intensity of the faithful’s demand is a function
of her commitment to Church doctrine. Thus, changes in her faith in the authority of the Church
will affect her willingness to pay for all that the Church has to offer. Second, the faithful will be
less willing to demand the production and delivery of a sacrament if she suspects it to be invalid.

The behavior of the priest affects the faithful’s demand for Church services through both
channels. Directly, priestly behavior affect the faithful’s demand for the sacraments since the
faithful may expect them to turn up invalid. In this regard, sacraments have some of the properties
of credence goods.5 Indirectly, the actions of the priest may cause her faith in the Church’s teaching
to go down. In turn, this will negatively affect the faithful’s demand for all Church services and
thus a reduction in the value Church’s brand. For example, if the faithful were to become aware
of endemic scandalous behavior among the clergy, she may lose (some) faith in the Church as
the ultimate authority on earth. Finally, we make the following assumptions: only the faithful
can effectively monitor the behavior of the priest after his ordination, and only the Church can
effectively screen the priest beforehand.

5See Ekelund et al. (2008) on the credence properties of religious services.
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3.2 Scenario 1: Equilibrium without in persona Christi Capitis

Consider first the case in which no monitoring or screening of the priest takes place, and there is
no in persona Christi Capitis. The incentives are such that the priest will indulge in higher-than-
socially-optimal levels of sinful consumption, thus reducing the faithful’s demand for sacraments
and spiritual services. Effectively, the only constraint on sinful consumption by the priest is his
fear of loss in the stream of revenue from his interaction with the faithful.

Under these circumstances, the faithful has a clear incentive to invest in monitoring her
specific priest to lower the probability that the sacraments she consumes will be revealed to be
invalid. This monitoring will not prevent all sinful behavior by the priest for two reasons. First,
monitoring is costly, so it will be less than perfect in equilibrium. Second, faithful monitoring
generates positive externalities that benefit the Church, but for which the faithful does not get
compensated, resulting in “too little” monitoring from society’s perspective.

The same circumstances also introduce an incentive for the Church to invest in the screening
of the priest. By assumption, the more screening by the Church, the less likely the priest to have
strong preferences for sinful behavior. As in the case of monitoring, screening will not result in
the absence of sinful behavior by the priest because it is a costly endeavor, so the Church will
always choose less than perfect screening in equilibrium. Furthermore, it’s important to note that
faithful monitoring and Church screening have a reciprocal crowding-out effect: the more screening
by the Church, the less monitoring by the faithful, and vice versa. Of the three agents in this
scenario, the Church is the one that has the most to lose in Her whole reputation. However, She
is constrained in the ability to reduce priestly sinful consumption by the effectiveness and cost of
its screening efforts. Overall, in the absence of the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine, we observe
some combination of screening and monitoring, both imperfect, and some sinful behavior by the
priest.

3.3 Scenario 2: Equilibrium with in persona Christi Capitis

Consider now the alternative scenario in which the Church incorporates the in persona Christi
Capitis doctrine, which states that the value of the sacraments is independent of the personal
morality of the priest. This scenario is ripe for opportunism on the part of the priest. First, since
the value of the sacraments now does not depend on the behavior of the priest, the faithful has
less of an incentive to monitor him. The fall in monitoring would potentially result in the priest
indulging into an even larger level of sinful behavior than if the Church had never introduced the
doctrine in the first place.

However, while the priest’s behavior now does not directly affect the faithful’s demand for
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sacraments, it still affects her demand for the Church’s services as a whole.6 And when priestly
misbehavior marginally increases after the introduction of the doctrine, the faithful’s belief in the
overall authority of the Church would suffer as a result. The only way for priestly misbehavior to
decrease would be if the Church increased its screening efforts so significantly that these more than
compensate for the reduction in monitoring by the faithful. Given the above circumstances, the
Church has an incentive to increase screening above its level in the no-in persona Christi Capitis
alternative because it wants to avoid a reduction in overall demand. In other words, the primary
incentive comes from the fact that the priest’s sinful consumption has now an even larger negative
effect on the faithful’s belief in the authority of the Church, thus increasing the marginal benefit
of screening to the Church.

3.4 Implications

This discussion identifies the key implication of the introduction of a doctrine that seemingly
increases the priest’s incentive to misbehave: The move to in persona Christi Capitis substitutes
monitoring by the faithful with screening by the Church. This could serve as a credible signal by
the Church that it will take onto itself the burden of ensuring the quality of the priesthood and
sacraments.

The framework also identities several potential causes behind the development and adoption
of this doctrine:

1. An increase in the cost of monitoring by the faithful

2. An increase in the cost of priestly misbehavior to the Church

3. A fall in the the cost of screening by the Church

In the following section, we show that all major moments in the development of the in per-
sona Christi Capitis doctrine coincided with historical episodes that can be interpreted as some
combination of changes in (1) through (3). We also show that among contemporary Christian de-
nominations, adherence to the view that religious ministers act as agents in the delivery of God’s
grace to the faithful is correlated with the adoption of doctrines akin to the in persona Christi
Capitis as well as a higher degree of monitoring of candidates to the clergy.

6We can think of the in personal Christi Capitis doctrine as bundling each priest’s provision of the sacraments to
the value of Her brand, “Catholic” sacraments, as a whole. The value of the sacraments now depend even more
on Her reputation than that of each individual priest.
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4 Evidence

To test the validity of our theory, we show that the introduction of the in persona Christi Capi-
tis doctrine and its progressive strengthening did indeed correspond to increases in the Roman
Catholic Church’s efforts to screen candidates to the priesthood (i.e., seminarians). Specifically,
we track three underlying parameters that would predict such changes:

1. The cost of monitoring by the faithful

2. The cost to the Church of morally hazardous behavior by the priest

3. The cost of screening by the Church

We show that shifts in these parameters precede the key points of development of the in persona
Christi Capitis doctrine: first, with the Church Fathers, then, at the Council of Trent, and finally,
during the Counter-Reformation. We also connect our analysis with more recent studies of the
various Christian seminaries and their requirements for seminarians.

4.1 Evidence from the Roman Catholic Church

The earliest formulation of the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine dates back to the early fifth
century AD, when a North African Bishop, Augustine of Hippo, employed it in his attack of the
Donatist heresy. As the Roman Catholic Church started explicitly embracing this theological
position, we expect it to also take action to increase its screening of candidates to the priesthood.
And so it did. In the decades following the victory over Donatism, Rome encouraged its bishops
throughout Christendom to adopt a new institution: the monasterium clericorum, forerunner of
what is today known as the seminary. Coincidentally, this institution was the brainchild of the
very Augustine of Hippo who was responsible for formalizing the early Church’s position on the
nature of the sacraments and their relation to the priesthood. By the first half of the sixth century,
with the Councils of Vaison (529 AD) and Toledo (531), the Church required parishes to institute
seminaries for the training and instruction of young clerics, under the direct supervision of the
local bishop (Vieban, 1912). These “cathedral schools” and monasteries spread rapidly throughout
the early Middle Ages and grew in prominence within the Church and medieval society as well.

The parallel success of the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine and the institution of the
seminary coincided with significant structural changes in the social, political, and economic land-
scapes of Early Medieval Europe. The most consequential among these was the normalization of
the Church’s relations with the Roman Empire and the end of the prosecution of Christians in its
territories. Practicing one’s Christian faith in public and private became less costly following this
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development as the number of martyrs dropped substantially from the fifth to the sixth century.
One unintended consequence of the end of Christian persecution was that the threat of martyrdom
no longer served as selection mechanism for the clergy. Consider the account of the martyrdom of
Justin and his companions:

The Prefect Rusticus says: Approach and sacrifice, all of you, to the gods.
Justin says: No one in his right mind gives up piety for impiety.
The Prefect Rusticus says: If you do not obey, you will be tortured without mercy.
Justin replies: That is our desire, to be tortured for Our Lord, Jesus Christ, and so
to be saved, for that will give us salvation and firm confidence at the more terrible
universal tribunal of Our Lord and Saviour.
And all the martyrs said: Do as you wish; for we are Christians, and we do not sacrifice
to idols.
The Prefect Rusticus read the sentence: Those who do not wish to sacrifice to the gods
and to obey the emperor will be scourged and beheaded according to the laws.
The holy martyrs glorifying God betook themselves to the customary place, where they
were beheaded and consummated their martyrdom confessing their Saviour (Lebreton,
1910).

Few people with only a superficial commitment to the Christian faith would be willing to risk this
fate. Once persecution ceased in 312 AD, priests and bishops became public figures and could
move more freely in the territories of the Empire. This allowed the spreading of Christianity far
and wide as well as a rapid increase in the number of the faithful. The end of the selection effect
provided by the threat of martyrdom, combined with the rising size of parishes, and the distance
of many such parishes from Rome contributed to an increase in the cost of monitoring priestly
behavior.

Ekelund et al. (2008) characterize the behavior of Rome during this time as that of a firm
attempting to establish itself as the market’s monopolist supplier. They note that the process of
monopolization required it to vertically integrate the production of its output in order to increase
the degree of its homogeneity. Vertical integration and output homogeneity would avoid non-price
competition between different parishes within the church, which would have driven its monopoly
rents to zero. Just as “unorthodox doctrine taught at the local levels would damage the integrity of
the [Church’s] product” so too would sinful behavior by the priest in the now vertically-integrated
Church be more costly. In other words, as the Roman Catholic Church worked to make Her
religious service homogeneous and universal, the the cost of morally hazardous behavior on the
side of Her agents went up, providing it with a stronger incentive to screen candidates to the
priesthood.
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Consistent with our framework, the events that defined the history of the Early Medieval
Church – the increase in the cost of monitoring priestly behavior and the negative effect of this be-
havior to the Church’s bottom line – encouraged the formation of a doctrine like in persona Christi
Capitis and increase in the amount of screening of candidates wishing to enter the priesthood.

The second key episode in the development of the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine was
the Protestant Reformation of the sixteenth century. Some Protestant challengers of Rome pointed
to the corruption in the body of the Church as evidence of the superiority of their own theological
positions on priesthood, hierarchy, and sacraments. In response to these challenges, the Roman
Catholic Church further clarified its position on the nature of the sacraments and the role of the
priesthood as intermediaries between God and the faithful.

This too coincided with a drastic reform of the the training of its clergy. The Council of
Trent (1546 AD), the same that had reaffirmed the Church’s position on the role of the priest
in the production and delivery of the sacraments, also set out seminary guidelines. According to
these reforms:

1. Each diocese was required to support and train young men for the priesthood.

2. Boys admitted to the seminary may be no younger than 12.

3. Seminaries were to favor candidates from poor families.

4. All seminarians had to be taught to read and write.

While they applied to all universities and seminaries in the Catholic Church, the application
of these reforms varied depending of the local circumstances. The large Roman Seminary was
established in 1564, and others spread throughout Italian diocese rapidly. Persecution in England
and Ireland prevented the foundation of seminaries, but before the French Revolution, priests for
the English mission were trained at the English College of Douai. As universities were subjected
to increasing control of the secular authorities, the Catholic Church was eventually forced to start
new, independent seminaries throughout the continent. These changes had a lasting effect on the
institutional structure of the Church. So much so, that Cardinal Pallavicini, a leading historian
of the Council, reformed to the restructuring of the institution of the seminary as “the most
important reform enacted by the council” (Vieban, 1912).

The Roman Catholic Church has maintained a consistent approach to the formation of
Her clergy. Today, before an unmarried,7 baptized Catholic man can be ordained a priest, he
7Exception to celibacy in the Roman Catholic Church exist for churchmen from selected non-Roman rites – espe-
cially among the Eastern European rites – and among Anglican churches in communion with Rome through the
institution of the Personal Ordinariate.
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must complete a selective and demanding formation process, which encompasses the following
four “formations:”

1. Human formation: Where the diet, exercise, sleeping habits, hygiene, social skills, fraternity,
manners, work ethic, humor, and time management skills of the seminarian are examined.

2. Spiritual formation: Where the seminarian frequently consults with his Spiritual Director
for guidance on holiness, habits of prayer, content for prayer, vices he struggles with, virtues
he needs to grow in, his practice of the sacraments and ability to do holy hours, spiritual
reading, etc. Observable behaviors that are taken into account here include his attendance
at Mass and public prayer, his more obvious and natural virtues, external habits of prayer,
frequency of holy hours, tardiness to house liturgies, attentiveness at morning and evening
prayer.

3. Intellectual formation: Every seminarian must complete four years of College Seminary
(studying philosophy) then four years of Major Seminary (studying theology). If he already
has a college degree in a related discipline, this plan of study may be reduced to six years.

4. Pastoral formation: Every seminarian has apostolates, or opportunities to volunteer and
serve the people. They go to parishes to visit the sick, take communion to the elderly,
and teach religious education classes. They are also trained in pastoral counseling, manage-
ment, homiletics (i.e., the art of writing and preaching sermons), marriage preparation, and
counseling.

In order to successfully complete this process, the candidate to the priesthood must invest signifi-
cant amounts of time and effort to his formation, as well as make human capital and social capital
investments that are specific to the religious life. This is exemplified by the daily routine expected
of a Catholic seminarian:

[T]he student rises at 5 or 5.30 a.m., makes his meditation for a half-hour, hears Mass,
and usually receives Communion. Breakfast is about two hours after rising. In the
forenoon there are two classes of one hour each, while two hours also are devoted to
private study. After dinner there is about an hour of recreation. In the afternoon four
hours are divided between class and study, and as a rule another hour of study follows
supper. A visit to the Blessed Sacrament, the recitation of the Rosary, and spiritual
reading take place in the afternoon or evening; and the day closes with night prayer.
Thus the student has devoted about three hours to exercises of piety and nine hours to
work. After six years of this mental and moral training in retirement from the world,
and in the society of fellow students animated by the same purpose and striving after
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the same ideals, he is deemed worthy of receiving the honour and capable of bearing
the burden of the priesthood (Vieban, 1912).

In the United States, a place where unmarried young men have a relatively high opportunity
cost of entering the priesthood, the average retention rate in theologate post-college) seminaries
averages about 74% over the last few years (Kramarek and Gautier, 2019). Almost one in four men
who enter the seminary do not make it through and will not become priests. As of the 2018-2019
academic year, the average age of student preparing for the priesthood in a theologate seminary
was 25-29 (Kramarek and Gautier, 2019).

4.2 Evidence from other Christian denominations

Like the Roman Catholic Church, other Christian denominations that have taken similar stances
on sacramental matters should also have adopted comparable strategies to mitigate the risk of
opportunism on the part of their ministers. For instance, Lutheranism – though independent of
the Roman Catholic Church since the Protestant Reformation – also holds that the efficacy of the
sacrament is not determined by the holiness of the minister. Articles 7 and 8 of “Apology of the
Augsburg Confession” (1531) by reformer Philipp Melanchthon, state:

Nor does this detract from the efficacy of the sacraments when they are distributed
by unworthy [ministers] because they represent the person of Christ on account of the
call of the Church and don’t represent their own persons (no. 28).

However, Lutherans recognizes just two of the seven Roman Catholic sacraments – Holy Baptism
and Holy Communion. Thus, a smaller share of the religious services provided by the Lutheran
Church relies on the value of the sacraments. For this reason, we should expect that the rigor of
seminary screening is relatively less than that of the Roman Catholic seminarian, for whom the
sacraments are a lifelong and primary function of religious ministry.

The Anglican church also provides a helpful counterfactual, not only because it originally
split from the Roman Catholic Church over a disagreement concerning the sacrament of Matri-
mony, but because there is much variation regarding the celebration of sacraments within it. Just
like Lutherans, the Anglican Church recognizes only two sacraments: Baptism and Communion.8

Like the Catholic Church, the Anglican Church is hierarchically organized, ordains bishops and
8As for the remaining Catholic sacraments:“Those five commonly called Sacraments, that is to say, Confirmation,
Penance, Orders, Matrimony, and Extreme Unction, are not to be counted for Sacraments of the Gospel, being
such as have grown partly of the corrupt following of the Apostles, partly are states of life allowed in the Scriptures,
but yet have not like nature of Sacraments with Baptism, and the Lord’s Supper, for that they have not any visible
sign or ceremony ordained of God” (Convocation, 1562, XXV).
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priests, and claims apostolic succession.9 However, the de jure and the de facto diverge more
widely in the Anglican Church, perhaps because the Anglican church does not claim to be the
only true church. Some Anglican congregations emphasize their Catholic heritage, doctrine, and
traditions (and are thus sometimes dubbed Anglo-Catholics). Other Anglican congregations have
adopted reformed or charismatic features akin to those of mainstream Evangelical Christianity in
the United States. Hence, one finds that some Anglican churches are very similar to their Catholic
counterparts. However, they diverge from Rome in important ways due to the theological stance
of the Anglican hierarchy on they diverge on several matters, including: 1) the nature and num-
ber of sacraments, 2) the authority of Church tradition and of the Pope, and 3) the existence of
purgatory and major Marian doctrines.

Since it recognizes two sacraments, we expect the Anglican Church to follow Catholics
and Lutherans in adopting a doctrinal stance along the lines of the in persona Christi Capitis
and an organization compatible with the related incentives. The historical record validates this
expectation. In the 39 Articles of Religion of 1562, the foundational document of the Anglican
Communion, one reads the following:

Although in the visible Church the evil be ever mingled with the good, and sometimes
the evil have chief authority in the Ministration of the Word and Sacraments, yet
forasmuch as they do not the same in their own name, but in Christ’s, and do minister
by his commission and authority, we may use their Ministry, both in hearing the Word
of God, and in receiving the Sacraments. Neither is the effect of Christ’s ordinance
taken away by their wickedness, nor the grace of God’s gifts diminished from such
as by faith, and rightly, do receive the Sacraments ministered unto them; which be
effectual, because of Christ’s institution and promise, although they be ministered by
evil men (Convocation, 1562, XXV)

Due to the internal division between Anglo-Catholics and “low church” congregations, the Anglican
Church does not supply religious uniform religious and spiritual services. For instance, sacramental
worship varies in popularity and practice between Anglican congregations.

The Anglican Church too implements a screening in the selection of ministers. However,
these screening efforts are generally not as large as those of the Roman Catholic Church. For
instance, married men are not excluded from ministry. More significantly, ministerial formation
is less rigid than in Catholicism and more strongly tied to one’s local congregation:

[The] process begins with a meeting with your Rector. You will discuss your sense
9Apostolic succession refers to the line of bishops tracing back to the apostles. Various Christian churches, the
Catholic, Orthodox, and Anglican Churches amongst them, claim proof of this feature as a core support for their
authority.
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of calling, and meet regularly to discern together before any decision is made about
a formal discernment process...You will then meet with a group of lay people to talk,
to pray, and to see if they can confirm your call to ordained ministry. Why do we do
this? From the early days of the Church, laity affirmed the call to ordained ministry, as
did the clergy, thus preventing the clergy orders from becoming a self-selected body...
Therefore, the role of lay people in your discernment process is extremely important
and sacred” Goebel (2015).

Strictness of selection varies from Anglican diocese to diocese, but the minimum requirements are
shared by most.10 These include:

1. A recommendation of ordination from a regional conference and the bishop’s approval

2. Subjection the bishop’s guidance on specific training, for example:

(a) A three year program at an accredited seminary

(b) Local night classes and individual mentorship

Women are also allowed to be deacons and priests in the Anglican church, and recently the Anglican
church has been debating (and certain diocese have been open to) the ordination of individuals in
homosexual relationships as well.

A third religious organization that recognizes the validity of sacraments is the Orthodox
Catholic Church. While the Orthodox Church leadership prefer to speak of mysteries instead
of doctrines, the Roman Catholic and Orthodox Churches overlap nearly entirely on doctrinal
matters. Indeed, they have so much in common that Rome recognizes the Orthodox Church
as the only other legitimate organized religion in terms of the validity of its sacraments.11 The
Orthodox Church recognizes all seven sacraments identified by the Roman Catholic Church. It
also and endorses the doctrine of in persona Christi Capitis:

The one sacrament within the Church which guarantees the identity and continuity of
the Church in all times and places is the sacrament of priesthood, the “holy orders,”
as they are called. The priesthood exists within the Church as the sign of the certain
presence in the community of Christ Himself. Christ is not absent from the Church.

10While we do not have sufficient evidence on this, our theory would predict that the local Anglican seminary
requirements be positively correlated with the strength of their position on the sacraments. For instance, a
comparison of the Scottish Episcopal Church (less emphasis on sacraments) and the Episcopal Church of the
U.S. (more emphasis on sacraments) would be interesting with more information about their detailed seminary
requirements.

11The Orthodox Catholic Church broke with the Roman Catholic Church in the Great Schism of 1054, though it
retained the hierarchical structure and tradition of the original unified Catholic Church.
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He is present as its head and is manifested in the Body through the ministry of the
priesthood (The Orthodox Church in America, 2020).

While priestly formation in the Eastern Orthodox Church is akin to that of the Anglican Church in
that married men are not excluded from the clergy, it share with the Catholic Church a lengthier
and more formal seminary formation than any other Christian denomination. Seminarians must
attend a four-year program at one of the few Orthodox seminaries before they are ordained by a
bishop.

Figure 1 displays the minimum formal seminary training required for candidates to religious
ministry across the largest Christian denominations in the United States. The severity of training –
proxied by number of years of formation required – is positively correlated with a denomination’s
stance on the nature and validity of the sacraments. Importantly, the figure does not contain
information on all other sacrifices required to seminarians in these denominations (such as vows
of obedience or celibacy as with Catholic priests). Consistent with our framework, denominations
that recognize the validity of at least two sacraments and envision a role for religious ministers in
their production and supply to the faithful are stricter than ones who do not. The six strictest
denominations according to our measure all fall within the former category. The five denominations
who are the most informal, on the other hand, all reject the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine
and make no room for the clergy in the delivery of God’s grace to the faithful. The average
denomination that recognizes the validity of at least two sacraments demands just over 4 years
of seminary training from the candidates to religious ministry. This is two and a half times the
figure (1.7 years) for denominations that reject the validity of any sacrament.

There are other important sacrifices required to a candidate to the priesthood that are not
captured by the numbers in Figure 1. For instance, seminary training in the Catholic and Orthodox
Churches requires highly specific investments in human capital. Thus, focusing entirely on the
number of years of formation required is likely to underestimate how demanding the process is for
future Catholic and Orthodox religious ministers than for their evangelical counterparts. Finke and
Dougherty (2002) provides figures on human capital accumulation in the formation of ministers
across Christian denominations. Table 2 summarizes the evidence on prayer requirements, that
is, the number of hours training ministers must spend praying every day. The authors note:
“Catholic clergy seem to defy this trend of increasing training and declining prayer” (p. 112).
Unsurprisingly, the Catholic Church once again tops the list as it requires almost twice as many
hours of prayer per week from its seminarians. Moreover, Finke and Dougherty (2002) identifies
an additional level of the specificity of investment of Catholic priestly formation in the effects of
participation in the seminary on one’s social networks. Specifically, “seminary training removes
clergy from an exclusive relationship with the congregation to a larger, external social network”
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(Finke and Dougherty, 2002). In conclusion, our evidence reveals that religious organizations who
provide sacraments (credence goods) also screen their seminarians more rigorously across many
margins, a prediction perfectly in line with standard economic theory regarding the principal-agent
problem.

5 Conclusion

We provide a theoretical analysis of some agency problems in the production and delivery of
credence goods in hierarchically organized religion groups. Specifically, we argue that a doctri-
nal statement on the nature of sacraments as credence goods whose value does not rely on the
agent exposes a Church to priestly moral hazard. We show that, to be effective, this doctrinal
development must be accompanied by an investment in the screening of candidates who work as
sacramental agents for the Church.

To corroborate our argument, we draw evidence from the history of the Roman Catholic
Church specifically with regard to the development of the in persona Christi Capitis doctrine.
We show that the introduction and strengthening of this doctrine coincided with the Roman
Catholic Church’s adoption of institutional changes that increased the screening of future priests,
for instance, via the creation of formal seminaries. Our analysis emphasizes three parameters
that shifted and made screening by the Roman Church the optimal solution to the threat of
moral hazard: 1) an increase in the cost of monitoring for the faithful due to priest mobility
and parish size, 2) an increase in the cost of morally hazardous behavior to the Church as its
reputation became more valuable, and 3) a reduction in the cost of screening by the Church with
the rise of universities and literacy. Finally, we present evidence that the intensity of screening
across Christian denominations is correlated with these groups’ theological position on sacramental
matters. Denominations such as the Orthodox Catholic Church, the Anglican Church, and the
Lutheran Church that are close to the Roman Catholic Church in their theological position with
respect to the sacraments screen candidates to the religious ministry more intensely than ones
who do not.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Historical Events Concerning the In Persona Christi Capitis Doctrine

391 St. Augustine first mentions the doctrine
in opposition to the Donatist heresy

531 The Second Council of Toledo decrees that
priestly candidates should be trained
under the eye of the bishop

1200-1500 Medieval universities and seminaries
spread throughout Europe

1517 The Protestant Reformation, in which many
new Christian churches reject the Catholic view of sacraments

1545 The Council of Trent decrees that every cathedral
should support the teaching of grammar and Holy Scripture
to priestly candidates and poor scholars

1556 The word “seminary” is first used in the writings
of Cardinal Pole, designating a school exclusively
devoted to the training of the clergy

1791 Fr. Nagot opens the first seminary in the U.S.,
St. Mary’s in Baltimore

1817 After attempts to secularize the seminaries in Germany,
a concordat is signed which preserves the rights of bishops
to open and run seminaries

1903 Pope Pius X urges bishops to consider the care of their
seminary as their first duty and reformed seminaries in Italy

1962-1965 The Second Vatican Council clarifies and further develops
Catholic doctrine regarding the sacraments, the priesthood,
and the IPCC doctrine

1980 Priestly scandals begin to rock the U.S. Catholic Church
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Table 2: Weekly Hours Devoted to Prayer by Training and Denomination

Informal Training Formal Seminary All clergy N

All denominations 6.60 4.40 4.80 264

Traditional mainline 5.50 3.27 3.58 86

Conservative mainline - 3.44 3.55 55

Sectarian 7.56 4.62 5.92 61

Catholic - 6.66 6.59 56

Source: Based on Table 1 of Finke and Dougherty (2002), statistics are drawn from a 1994 survey of Milwaukee clergy. A dash (-)
represents five or fewer cases reported.

Figure 1

Note: Ten largest Protestant denominations taken from the Pew Research Center’s 2014 Religious Landscape Study. Information
on seminary length gathered from Gordon Conwell Seminary (https://www.gordonconwell.edu/new-england-mentored-ministry/
wp-content/uploads/sites/26/2019/11/ORDINATION-CHART-2019-updated.pdf). 1 year is assigned to denominations which require no
formal training at any level other than the local church.

https://www.gordonconwell.edu/new-england-mentored-ministry/wp-content/uploads/sites/26/2019/11/ORDINATION-CHART-2019-updated.pdf
https://www.gordonconwell.edu/new-england-mentored-ministry/wp-content/uploads/sites/26/2019/11/ORDINATION-CHART-2019-updated.pdf
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